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Mercedes Murder
This article is a true description of an extraordinary AECS technical help desk problem and
how it was solved.
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Vehicle:
2001 Mercedes A190 168-032 1.9 litre.
Problem presented to the help desk
The initial problem with the car was that it ran
fine but sometimes stalled at intersections.
How simple can an absolute nightmare start?
The vehicle was emission tested which revealed
that it was running lean, the air fuel ratio
(Lambda) was ʎ = 1.105 at idle and ʎ = 1.3 at
high idle. Lambda (ʎ) = 1 is the same as an AF
ratio 14.7:1.
No fault codes where found on one scan tool,
another scan tool showed an air mass sensor
fault code which would not reset.
So where do you start?
Measure
Usually, you need to start by measuring the Ignition over injection.

ATS 5000 recording of Ignition over injection while
stalling.
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The engine fired up and died, just like what it does
on intersections sometimes. It was luck that the
engine was playing up in the workshop, usually it
would keep running fine.
The oxygen sensor was checked and found to be
working fine. The Scan tools at hand were not capable of showing long fuel trim adaption values
and were also not able to reset the adaption values.
Basics
The emissions being lean was pretty much our
only key indicator of where to go.
The injection pulse width is pretty much solely responsible for the mixture (AF ratio). The injection
pulse width is predominantly affected by Air mass,
ECT (coolant sensor) and TPS (throttle position
sensor).

The TPS could be dismissed, as irregularities on
the TPS signal would cause extra injection pulses,
which in the recording are only visible during recovery (where it stalls).
The air mass sensor is a bit awkward on these
vehicles as it is part of the ECU. There are no outward measurable pins, so checking the air mass
sensor is close to impossible.
The ECT voltage showed nothing to worry about
and on the scan tool, the engine coolant reading
showed normal too.
Air mass
The technician could not measure the signal, so
looked at the air mass sensor on a scan tool. He
borrowed a Launch scan tool, as the data on the
scan tools at hand was not trusted. The Launch
did have the ability to reset learnt values, but it
also did not show the long fuel trim.

TPS vs. Air mass scan tool recording.

Launch recording of Air mass Voltage vs. Injection duration.

Both screen shots did not reveal anything untoward. When the throttle is opened the air mass
increases, when the air mass sensor voltage increases the injection duration increases.
Not really, conclusion making stuff!
Simulation not possible
If the air mass sensor were not part of the ECU,
we would have increased and decreased the air
mass sensor voltage with the signal generator of
the ATS scope to change the adaption values.
This was not possible on this vehicle.
The AECS help desk was unsure how to proceed
at this stage.
Google
In the meantime the garage who was dealing with
the car googled on the internet for cars with similar problems. On the web, many people talked
about air mass sensor problems on this vehicle.
The garage decided to send the ECU away to a
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Get the latest V5.01 software for your scope!
As old software will no longer be support with AECS training.
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The software has undergone a true transformation!
 Contains more than 1000 newly added vehicle wiring diagrams and measurements.
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company specialising in ECU repairs. They confirmed that these air mass sensors do give trouble
and that they had the ability to fix them...

This IS special…
We have achieved a major price wind back!

Full kit
$7090.52
+ gst

Repaired
The ECU and air mass sensor assembly was
send to this specialist. After parting with +/- $600
the unit was send back.
ATS 5004d scope in tool case

The ECU was fitted to the car, which now did not
wanted to start up anymore!
The garage contacted the ECU repairer who said
to send it back.
After another round trip and several day‟s the
ECU was received back again, with the same results; NO START.
The ECU repairer was at a loss and did not offer
any further explanation or assistance. The garage
decided to send the ECU to another computer repairer as the car used to at least start and run before the air mass sensor repair.
After parting with again +/- $600 the ECU was returned to the garage.
Again NO START!. This computer repairer did
help a little further. He said to “remove the air filter
and put your hand into the air intake while starting. Once it fires it will run alright” (two man job)
….. ????
Hand in the air intake
This solution was tried, and indeed with the hand
in the air duct (after taking the air filter out) the car
fired up!
The car was driven to „relearn‟ its adaption values
(as suggested by the computer repairer). It drove
fine and no check engine light was on.
As soon as the engine was turned off, the car
would again refuse to start!
Hand in the intake and away it went again.
Outside parameters
This is where the AECS help desk got involved
again.
The workshop was absolutely desperate, the technician even talked about putting a manual choke
flap into the air ducting! It started fine with a hand
or towel (= one man job!) in the air intake. Once it
was running, it ran fine for the rest of any size trip.
However, do not turn the engine off!

The ATS Scope has dropped in price due to the
following set of circumstances:
1) favourable exchange rate
2) a bulk purchase deal,
3) AECS has achieved a higher dealer level,
4) political changes in the factory, and
5) severe economic pressures in the EU.
Use this to your advantage.
A super level scope has
never been so close
within your reach!
 ATS 5000 (2 channel +
signal generator) or
 ATS 5004d (4 channel
differential scope)
For a low $3,827.00+gst
ATS 5000 50Mhz
Expand your existing
scope set (multichannel sw), build a
Start set
set up, or buy a whole set for
$3,827.00

$7,090.52+ gst
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Check out the spec‟s at www.aecs.net
Many modern high tech options available, like
- G sensor,
- pressure sensor,
- return flow sensor,
- AC pressure sensor.
Check out our web catalogue, this is a very special
deal !! Call us at 06 8749 077 or, visit:
www.aecs.net

We got the technician to start at the beginning
again as there where so many things that had
happened in the meantime.
TPS and injection.
We asked him to start the car without a towel in
the air intake while recording the injection and

DID you Know?
The dates for the New Plymouth EMS1-1 &
Palmerston North DMS1-3 have changed
due to Herbert travelling to Launch in China
for training.

TPS. We needed to know if the ECU was trying to
keep going by opening the throttle, or that there
was perhaps no idle speed control.

Every time the car got started, the ECU would use
the signal of the air mass sensor to determine the
injection pulse width, resulting in an injection pulse
width, which was too small. When the fault code
was reset with the Launch and we let the car die
after start up, there was no code set.

AECS TRAINING
EMS1-1 Engine management 1-1
ATS recording of Injection vs. Throttle position.

It is clear to see that while the engine dies, the
ECU opens the throttle (lowering voltage on the
TPS) trying to keep it running.
We asked the next recording to be with the towel
in the air intake:
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This course will save you time, on first line diagnostics and
teach you how to read the most important oscilloscope
patterns in detail and much more.. A good idea to have done
the AED first..

AED Automotive Electronic Diagnostics
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TPS vs. injection with a towel in the air intake. The engine
keeps running

Let us look at the difference in fuel entering into
the engine. I have marked the 12th injection pulse
as there, in both recordings, the engine is out of
start enrichment.
By blocking the air intake the injection volume increased by more than 30%!!! Enough to keep it
going.
What is going on here???
A bigger injection pulse width when the air intake
is blocked?
When air is prevented from flowing past the air
mass sensor, the air mass sensor signal falls outside of fault code trigger parameters.
The signal from the original and repaired air mass
sensor was just within the limits of the variable
fault code triggers. In the EMS 1-1 training seminar we deal with these variable trigger levels.

AED Seminar
new content!
UPDATED with

The AED training is both, hands on and theory! The
course is designed to make complex electronics as
simple to understand and diagnose as any „hard‟ fault
in any car.

DMS1-3 Diesel Management Systems 1-3
28th & 29th July
PALMERSTON NORTH

NOTE Date change *

Test, diagnose, and predict failures in the electronic & mechanical components of the Common
Rail Diesel technology. A very 'up to date' course
with lots of modern diagnostic methods.

* See “did you know” on
page 3
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Ring us today to enrol
Ph:+64 (6) 874 9077
Further course information on our website
www.aecs.net

Sending the signal outside parameters (with the
hand in front of the air intake) the system would
enter into „limp home‟ and would disregard the air
mass sensor signal and run fine. An air mass sensor fault code would be set. This code could not
be reset when the car was running.
It was now obvious that the 3(!) times repaired air
mass sensor was not good enough.
It was decided to take the air mass sensor apart
and investigate.

The hot film element was not soldered in straight.
The soldering job was very poor with big blobs
and bits of solder were splattered everywhere.
The hot film not being straight in the air stream
caused in my opinion a low air mass sensor voltage, but it could also have been the poor soldering job.
The hot film needs to be cooled by the passing air.
If the element sits in an angle, a portion of air
does not cool the element. If the blob of solder is
too big, it will cool the element proportionally high
(think of cooling fins).
After removing the fragile hot film element, it became clear that one of the supports was not
straight.
New ECU
To repair this element again was not desirable as
that would be the 4th time.
A new ECU / air mass sensor was ordered at
Automatic

ECU air mass sensor assembly placed on a wooden bench.

The cover was removed from the air mass sensor
elements, this revealed that the cap had been off
numerous times as the clip dowels where dangerously weak. In the picture, you can just see two of
the dowels.

air-conditioning
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If you want to take advantage of this low price, or want to
know more about our finance options! Contact the AECS
equipment team on 06 8749077.

+/- $2,500. This fixed the problem. The car is
starting and running fine now with no fault codes.
Conclusion:
This has been a VERY expensive exercise for the
garage involved. The workshop owner is currently
trying to recoup money from the two computer repair shops AND trying to get the ECU replacement
job paid for by the customer.
The customer was asked his okay before the first
computer repair job ($600.- + labour).
In the end the customer got charged, only for the
ECU replacement and ECU coding job (no labour), but he is obviously not happy with this
much higher bill and long time without the use of
this vehicle.
How could this have been done smarter, without
the benefit of hind sight?
Frankly I am not sure.
The first recording showed a reasonable injection
pulse width, I am not sure at all that the original air
mass sensor was faulty, it could have been.

I do know that after the air mass sensor was
„repaired‟ the problems really started. At that stage
diagnosing the original fault became impossible.
Googled
The air mass sensor and ECU got sent away as a
result of what the technician read on the internet. I
have dealt with many diagnostic cases where so
called experts wrote on the internet about an exact similar problem and how they solved it. Many
of these „googled‟ solutions are a serious waste of
time, written by people who hobby on their own
cars. You and I can not run a business based on
the experience and free advice of hobbyists who
place their findings on the internet.
Attend AECS training seminars, where we deal
with real problem cases and develop logical professional analytical methods. This brings a desirable long term skills into your workshop.

For AECS Ltd:
H.P. Leijen
(trainer/research)
E-Mail: hpleijen@aecs.net

VTEQ (made in Spain) is a long established
brake tester manuf. producing equipment for
distributors all over the world, including AECS
Ltd in NZ.
We have installed machines throughout New
Zealand, prices ranging for small workshops to
large dealerships.
The VTEQ 2000 analogue brake tester at
$17,000 (+gst, installed, but excl.work on building)
3080 digital testlane, NZ install done by AECS Ltd

The 3080 Suspension and brakes inspection test
lane at $32,000 +gst. The 3080 (and 2080) has a
testing ability of up to 6 ton axle weight and can test
shocks and alignment in one drive through. Quick,
sturdy and reliable!
Sales, Installation and training by AECS Ltd

2080 analogue brake tester. NZ install done by AECS

Ltd

Check our catalogue for specifications
at:

www.aecs.net
Ph: 06 8749 077

